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Erika Lauren Lindgren’s »Sensual Encounters. Monastic Women and Spirituality in Medieval 

Germany« is one of a growing number of studies, both in English and in German, of Dominican 

convents in the later Middle Ages. It is also a part of the Gutenberg-e history series published by 

Columbia University Press in an online format intended to make the work of emerging scholars 

accessible to a wider audience via the Internet, and to present scholarship in a digital format that 

allows for the inclusion of a variety of media not always practical in a traditional printed book. The 

online version of Sensual Encounters includes a »gallery« of colour images, hyperlinks both to cross-

referenced material and tables and between text and footnotes. The entire text can be searched 

electronically, a feature that replaces an index. This multimedia environment seems particularly 

appropriate for a study that focuses on the »sensual environment« – which Lindgren defines in her 

»Introduction« as the interrelated spatial, visual, acoustic and textual surroundings – of late medieval 

Dominican convents. Lindgren’s book explores the interplay between seeing, hearing, and touching 

and Dominican women’s spiritual beliefs and practices. 

»Sensual Encounters« focuses primarily on evidence from six convents founded between the 1230’s 

and 1290’s in the German-speaking areas of the Upper Rhine. The author draws on an impressive 

range of textual and material sources, including Sister-Books (Schwesternbücher), monastic 

constitutions and other legislation from the Dominican Order, economic records, liturgical manuscripts, 

artwork, liturgical objects, and architecture.

Lindgren turns first to the spatial environment of the Dominican convent in which she detects a tension 

between efforts by male clerics to impose their interpretation of the proper use of specific spaces, as 

set forth in monastic constitutions and other official documents, and the women’s attempts to 

»feminize« those same spaces through the performance of their own forms of piety. She argues that 

the women interacted with their spatial environments – moved in, around, and in and out of them – to 

express their own shared sense of the importance and function of particular monastic spaces such as 

the church and choir, the cloister and chapterhouse, workhouse, and infirmary.

The chapter on the visual environment relies heavily and effectively on evidence from the convent of 

St. Katharinenthal, whose Sister Book provides a fascinating and detailed account of the community’s 

devotional objects and their specific practical use. Here Lindgren stresses the women’s »active, 

physical, tactile« (p. 78) interaction with these objects; not willing to accept passively the attempts of 

male Dominicans to control the use of images in their convents, the women, she argues, used them in 

their own ways to connect themselves to the Divine.
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Lindgren hears echoes of a similar spiritually motivated circumvention of male attempts to regulate 

and control the acoustic environment of the convents she studies. The orchestrated and official 

sounds of the liturgy were punctuated by, or sometimes mingled with, spontaneous vocal expressions 

of women’s spirituality: weeping, repetitions of special devotional phrases by individual women, shouts 

of joy, unprompted singing. Such sounds were important expressions of a deeply feminine spirituality 

performed around the edges of male-defined intervals of sound and silence. »Despite the prescriptions 

of the Dominican constitutions«, Lindgren writes, »Dominican women were vocal and often loud« (p. 

112).

In the final section, Lindgren turns to a hybrid environment, which she calls »textual«, which combined 

elements of the visual and acoustic environments in the form of the book. The nuns, she argues, 

interacted with their books – whose contents reveal the bi-lingual (German-Latin) nature of religious 

life for Dominican women – by reading silently and aloud, hearing, seeing, and even touching and 

manipulating. 

Lindgren’s central argument in »Sensual Encounters« is that Dominican women in the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries exercised a significant degree of spiritual agency through their interactions with 

the various »sensual« environments within their enclosures. The book makes clear that religious 

women often assigned different spiritual meanings to the spaces and sights and sounds of their 

monastic environment than did the men who wrote the official regulations intended to govern them. 

However, Lindgren overstresses the opposition of »official«/»male« and »spontaneous«/»female« in a 

number of contexts. Much of the spontaneous moving and touching and vocalizing of Dominican 

women seems to have been sparked, or suggested, by clerically defined rituals or images. When 

Alheit of Trochau jumped for joy at the sight of a pyx containing the Eucharist (p. 111), for example, 

she accepted both a clerical narrative of theological and liturgical transformation through the agency of 

a priest and her capacity to respond as an individual to that narrative. While Lindgren does 

acknowledge this type of interplay in a number of places, her emphasis on the opposing agendas of 

male and female Dominicans sometimes obscures the complexities of their interaction. There are also 

a few unfortunate omissions from the bibliography, including Andrew Spicer and Sarah Hamilton’s, 

»Defining the Holy: Sacred Space in Medieval and Early Modern Europe« (Aldershot 2006), and 

particularly June Mecham’s contribution to that volume: »A Northern Jerusalem: The Transformation of 

Space at the Convent of Wienhausen«. This is, however, an interesting and important book that takes 

seriously the lived religious experience of a group of late medieval women who have only recently 

begun to receive the attention they deserve from historians.
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